Introduction
Big data information technology is the set of methods and means of processing different types of structured and unstructured dynamic large amounts of data for their analysis and use for decision support. There is an alternative to traditional database management systems and solutions class Business Intelligence. This class attribute of parallel data processing (NoSQL, algorithms MapReduce, Hadoop) [1] .
Big Data features are: -working with unstructured and structured information;
-orientation on the fast data processing; -leads to the fact that traditional query language is ineffective while working with data.
Information objects describe a certain subject area, consolidated data and relationships between objects constitute the Big data catalogue. One of the problems that arise from the process of consolidation is the indeterminacy of data as the result of doubling, inexactitude, absence, contradictory data. Also, indeterminacy arises from the installation of wrong connections between objects. Therefore, there is a task of reduction of indeterminacy for upgrading of data.
Since the data comes from various sources, some set of data may be missing in the data source, and the other may overlap in various information products. Therefore, there is a problem of doubling, absence, imperfection, and vagueness of data. Indeterminacy can arise at the level of attribute tuple and relation (indeterminacy in the circuit description).
The appearance of indeterminacy in the attribute and tuple due to multidimensionality display leads to the spread of uncertainty in all copies of a particular concept.
Since the Big data catalogue of millions of data items subject area, the traditional means of handling indeterminacy (interval maths, multivalent logic) become ineffective because of the large number of operands.
Thus, the specificity of Big data catalogue (the presence of a diverse set of sources, data doubling, ambiguity of describing data sources) leads to the fact that the indeterminacy in traditional relational databases is considered within a relationship and could occur at the level of attribute and tuple-level attitude in this case extends through the perception of the user information on the entire Big data catalogue. Therefore, for processing indeterminacy in the Big data catalogue, a different approach must be used, the use of which was unnecessary in relational databases and data warehouses.
The unсertainty reduction is the actual problem nowadays. First of all, we collect information from various sources and this information may be double, contradictory, etc. After that, we try to analyze this information (find dependencies, classification, clustering, etc.) Inexact information allows us to find inexact dependencies. That is why such information can't be used in decision support systems. As a result, the data availability is reduced.
That is why uncertainty reduction in Big data catalogue is an actual problem.
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Literature review and problem statement
Classify types of indeterminacy by the nature of their manifestation in the Big data catalogue. One of the first works in this direction is [2] .
In the [3] , it is emphasized that indeterminacy, as the objective form of life surrounding of the real world, is conditioned, on the one hand, by the objective existence of randomness as forms of need, but on the other hand -the imperfection of each act of reflection real phenomenon in the human consciousness. Imperfection of reflection unstoppable through the universal connection of all objects of the real world and the infinity of their development. Indeterminacy is expressed in a variety of conversion possibilities in reality, the existence of the set (as a rule, endless number) of the states in which an object changes in dynamics, may be in future time.
In [4] , such types of indeterminacies are defined, the nature of which is:
-value is unknown (missing); -incompleteness of the information; -illegibility (usage of distribution for installation of the variety of knowledge);
-the inaccuracy (concerns numerical data); -non-determination of conclusion procedures of the solutions;
-unreliability of the data; -multivalence of interpretations; -linguistic indefinability. Let us consider the indicated types of equivocations in more detail and find out places of their occurrence in relation.
Uncertainty of types 3-8 are categorized in [5] as wobble of the data and predominantly occur at a level of a tuple or subset of values of attributes.
The zero information is most often met at a level of attribute value.
The incompleteness is a condition of a tuple, in which there are missing values. It is possible to attribute an illegibility, inaccuracy and contingency to physical uncertainty, one of the sources of which is limitation exactly of numeric data types or loss of accuracy in a run time of mathematical operations (here attribute uncertainty arises owing to activity with intervals).
The unreliability and multivalence of interpretations arise in connection with inexact analysis or ambiguous mapping of objects in relation. In relation this type of uncertainty is modeled using padding attribute. The values of this attribute mean the confidence of a tuple or subset of attributes values in a tuple.
The multivalence of interpretation is one of the sources of inconsistencies.
The linguistic uncertainty is connected with usage of natural language for knowledge submission, which has a qualitative nature, and there can be related to misunderstanding of a word or misunderstanding of the contents of the proposal.
Such type of uncertainty is met in systems of text information processing (machine translation system, self-conditioning system, etc.).
The reviewed types of equivocations can be superimposed against each other or to be a source of one another.
Nowadays, the methods of elimination are missing, inexact and indistinct data [1] [2] [3] are designed. Therefore, it is necessary to elaborate methods, which can work with all types of uncertainty [6] .
Uncertainty of these types may be in database, data warehouse and Big data catalogue (Fig. 2) [7] .
Incompleteness in the level of the data warehouse arises from attacks -block data source, hiding of information as well. Indeterminacy in the level of dictionary and catalogue of data arises primarily from software failures, and because of attacks at the data sources.
Incompleteness in the data warehouse is a source of several problems: NULL-values in data cube; sparse cube; high complexity of computing. Uncertainty in Big data catalogue causes impossibility of data integration.
Let us consider more detail types of indeterminacies and show their appearance in the data warehouse and simple data. In the [6] , it is analysed that indeterminacy results from the consolidation of data into a single source (local or virtual), and, therefore, one will have to deal with structured data. As a single source we will use a relational model.
Missing of data occurs due to the lack of description of the required properties in the catalog of data and dictionary. Absence can occur either because the required characteristics are not found in the Big data catalogue information products, or they not included in the catalog or dictionary through the lack of confidence. For the removal of this type of indeterminacy, the repeated use of the agent, maybe with the diminished level of trust to data is necessary.
The inaccuracy of data occurs in the level of characteristics (attributes in the relational databases) and means that the object has value of characteristic, but this value is unknown:
where s is the object that describes the characteristics of processing of consolidated data, unk is the lack of importance, A is the subset of remaining attributes from the tuple of consolidated data.
Presenting this type of indeterminacy is identical to the data warehouse. The indeterminacy in the data directory is Imperfection is a condition of the object, which is a subset of missing values characteristics. If this subset is empty and we talked about the relational view of data, we get the traditional tuple. Lack of information is also a partial case of incomplete information when the number of unknown tuple attribute values equal to 1. Imperfection may appear as in the case in which data are integrated and in the data dictionary as a result of failures of intelligent agent determining the structure of the source:
This type of uncertainty is modeled as well as in the data warehouse, but, unlike data warehouse arises in the relation (catalogue of data).
Indeterminacies of types 3-8 classified as the ambiguity of data mostly occur at the facility or a subset of the values of the characteristics, which form a procession. They arise as a result of attacks on the data sources (information products).
Lack of precision occurs due to incomplete studying or ambiguous displaying of characteristics values. It can be formed using the additional attribute (attributes) in relation scheme. The values contain the level of confidence in the validity of a subset of the values of non-key attributes.
where K is the set of importance keys, ′ A is the subset of the values of non-key attributes.
The level of confidence can be marked using a numerical scale, linguistic assessments, fuzzy values.
The inexactitude is a result of mathematical operations and interval values processing. This type of uncertaity is modeled by an additional attribute and can occur due to the lack of precision in data dictionary.
Unlike data warehouse, this type of uncertainty occurs in Big data catalogue quite often in connection with the processing of data stored on different platforms used to solve different classes of problems.
Non-determination of conclusion procedures occurs when we should save intermediate or final results of the decision support procedure. Also, non-determination occurs in the facts table and in the aggregated attributes. It is modeled by extending of the data scheme and occured exclusively in the consolidated database:
Unreliability is a type of indeterminacy, which is considered one of the characteristics of the object. Although the nature of this feature is uncertain, we use traditional numerical values as domen of this attribute. Unreliability can be applied to traditional values of mathematical operations. It arises as a result of the trust definition in the data source. Unreliability is modeled by additional attribute to the data directory scheme. The value of this attribute is changed as a result of the Big data catalogue. It appears as a characteristic of the inverse value of trust in the data source.
The multivalence interpretations are a source of irreconcilability. This type of indeterminacy arises most often in the data directory by obtaining information from various sources and the inability to determine the validity of the data. For displaying this type of indeterminacy, we add additional attribute to relation scheme. It contains a degree of confidence in the validity of the data procession. The multivalence interpretations occur only in relation.
Linguistic indeterminacy is connected with the use of a natural language in information resources (in text files and web resources), which have a qualitative character. It can be owing to misunderstanding (lack of knowledge) of a word meaning or misunderstanding of the sense of the offer. Such type of indeterminacy is met in systems of formulating of textual information (the machine translation system, system for self-training, etc.). In the context of Big data catalogues linguistic indeterminacy arises owing to processing semi-structured information (texts, web pages, etc.).
Types of indeterminacies can be imposed or be considered by a source of appearance of each other. For a task of diminution of indeterminacy, the method which is used for indeterminacy reduction in storages of data of regular type -indeterminacy elimination on the basis of a method of extracting of knowledge is improved.
Unknown value of the attribute is considered as a class mark, and the problem of elimination of indeterminacy is transformed into a problem of reference to a class. Use of this method allows eliminating the indeterminacy like "unknown" and "imperfection" at the level of value of the attribute and a subset of attributes. However, unlike Big data, it is necessary to consider still the trust level to the data source, that is work with indeterminacy at the level of the relation.
One of the methods of modeling of inexact, lack of precision and partial data is the insertion of the additional attribute in the catalog sources which value specifies the trust degree to indeterminate data.
In [8, 9] , the method of decision tree was used for uncertainty reduction in Big data. However, this method works well only with structured sources.
In [10] , Fuzzy Self-Organizing Map and algorithm using fuzzy c-mean (FCM) were used to model uncertainties based on a centralized-batch processing framework. They integrated a fuzzy self-organizing map algorithm with MapReduce framework in order to execute a parallel computing on Big data. However, we can use this method only in data processing, but not in data preprocessing. Particularly, we can't find the importance of the data source in case of duplicated data.
In [11] , the types of Big data uncertainty are described. However, the author analyzed only Unscalable computation ability, Ubiquitous uncertainty and weak relations. That is why all types of uncertainty should be processed in Big data catalogue.
In [12] , one aspect of uncertainty is addressed by developing a new methodology to establish the reliability of user-generated data based upon causal links with recurring patterns. The authors associate a large data set of geo-tagged Twitter messages in San Francisco with points of interest, such as bars, restaurants, or museums, within the city. This model is validated by causal relationships between a point of interest and the number of messages in its vicinity. But we cant't use this model for multiple data sources analysis.
The aim and objectives of the study
The aim of the study was to create the method for each type of uncertainty reduction for increasing the quality of Big data analysis. Also, the definition of information product (InP) quality was given. The model of consolidated data creation allows us to find the probability of exact data source. This allows evaluating the usage of the information product for the Big data analysis process.
To achieve this aim, the following objectives had to be solved:
1. Development of a new model of consolidated data for Big data catalogue creation.
2. Improvement of the method of reducing the indeterminacy of consolidated data.
3. Development of the method for determining the viability of an InP based on the method of indeterminacy reduction.
Development of the model of consolidated data
The model of consolidated data is a final set of attributes {А 1 , А 2 ,..., А n }, set of attributes {A_unk 1 , A_unk 2 , A_unk p } with indistinct or non-determinate definitions and set of attributes {Unk 1 , Unk 2 ,…, Unk m }, which domains are the numerical data, probabilistic data, value of function of accessory of indistinct sets, degree of the validity of multiple-valued logic, percentage, coefficients, various scales or linguistic estimates. Also, the scheme of consolidated data consists of the scheme of the synonyms dictionary Dic and model of the Big data catalog Cg [13] :
The tuple of the consolidated data dc is the information description of the object t of the data source S presented in the form of a set (procession), importance of characteristics (attributes). The subset of attributes contains data on the object, data source and synonymic names of the object, and these data can be incomplete, indistinct or non-deterministic. The object, presented in this tuple, exists, but the part of the information on it is absent, imperfect, fuzzy, non-deterministic, etc.
The values of the consolidated data attributes are divided into groups.
1. Exact (known) -the importance of the primary key, external key (may be absent). Mark them through C.
2. Absence -no information physically. We use ^ for this group.
3. Indeterminacy -set of attributes Unk used for subsets of attributes; Unk indicates a truth degree of these attributes. The default value of the attribute Unk is assigned the value, which means the highest degree of truth.
Let's notice that, in case of absolute trust to each value of a tuple, we receive a traditional relational tuple and we apply traditional operations over it.
The procession of the consolidated data dc is a set of values object substance:
where C is the subset of attribute values with distinct values, C_unk is the subset of attribute values with fuzzy and non-deterministic values, Unk is the subset of attribute values with truth degrees of attributes C_unk, {dic} is the set of values of the data dictionary, {cg} is the set of values from the directory data. Datawarehouse of consolidated data is the set of relationships with the scheme ′ Cg and tuples set of consolidated data dc.
The model of consolidated data contains data from all types of sources of Big data catalogue.
Development of operations on the model of consolidated data
Because the data warehouse of the consolidated data is expansion of the data warehouse constructed on the of relational model, we will improve operations.
For processing and analysis of indeterminacies using in query the relational operators, we should use the selection operator by the values of a set attributes Unk. In the data warehouse, there is a similar cut operation. Let r and s be related to the scheme R, ′ r and ′ s be related to the scheme
r s ∪ r s and − r s is the relation with scheme R, ∩ ′ ′, r s ∪ ′ ′ r s and − ′ ′ r s is the relation with scheme . R Unk Dic Cg ∪ ∪ ∪ Considering the probability of attacks (indeterminacy like "multivalence"), we choose those data sources, the level of faith of which is higher than similar:
) .
P Cg r r Dic Cg (10) Expansion to the relation works correctly in case of assignment of the Unk attribute of the lowest degree of trust to all values (a priori it is considered that this information which is brought in the relation is truthful and full, and nothing is known about the rest information). Selection of such method of representing the degree of validity is by default carried out, proceeding from the principle of isolation.
The operator of cut involves analysis of illegible value set for attribute values Unk.
where Θ is the set of binary relations symbols (marks) on pairs of values domains. For each attribute C_unk we used comparison operations. As a rule, we use only = ≠ < ≤ ≥ > , , , , , . Advanced slice operator is distributive relatively to binary Boolean operations:
where γ = ∩ ∪ − , or , ′ r i ′ s is the relation over the same scheme. 
The data warehouse drill-down operation is analogue to projection operation in the relational model. For the projection realization in consolidated data we should find connection between subset of attributes Unk and subset of attributes C_unk and check synonyms in the dictionary Dic for the attribute name C_unk. Therefore, the improved drilldown operation is presented as follows: 
where IIF (condition; operation1, operation2) is the operation introduced in the standard SQL 92. If the condition is performed condition 1, otherwise condition 2; ISNULL(r) -logical operator that results in true if the relation r operand does not contain tuples and defect -in that case. Also, we need the search of synonym attribute in the dictionary of synonyms Dic ( ∪ = σ _ ( ) C C Unk X Dic ) and replacement (
The connection operator is used to link related facts and relation of measurements in consolidated data, since it is based on the relational model.
Traditional connection operator can not be used for Big data catalogue and data warehouse with consolidated data, because for statistical analysis it is necessary to connect related facts relational dimensions. If subsets of attributes Unk is non-empty for the facts and dimensions, such connection is incorrect. Also, operator connections are affected by the fact that there is a need not only to connect with those attributes specified as input parameters, but also to check for synonyms in a dictionary of synonyms Dic. For improving service connection, one should consider cases where the relationship is completely connecting or not connecting fully. For full connecting relations of input attributes set Unk does not affect the operation of the connection. If the set of attributes Unk contains indeterminacy as a foreign key relationship, which is a connection, then this measure of indeterminacy is transferred to all the rest of the attribute values of this ratio. In the case of incomplete connections of attribute Unk with tuples from subordinate tables that do not occur in the relation, the value will be equal to the highest degree of confidence. 
where r is the traditional relation, ′ cg is the relation with the consolidated data, R is the set of relation attributes r, S is the set of relation attributes ′, cg not including a subset of attributes Unk ( = ∪ ′ Cg Cg Unk), В is the set of attributes with S, which are not covered in relation r ( ⊂ , B Cg ⊄ ∩ B Cg R), min is the importance, which means the lowest level of faith, ( ,min) NVL Unk is the operation that assigns min for all values Unk for connecting related processions ′, cg Otherwise, the operation of the left connection by the common attributes is realized, and then over the relation received from the previous operation of projection. The result of this operation is connection with the empty value of a subset of the Unk attributes and min value is saved in Unk.
It should be noted that when the dictionary of synonyms is empty ( = ∅ Dic ) and the probability of appeal to data sources as a whole and their characteristics is equal to 1 ( = 1 Unk ), we will receive a traditional relational connection.
Reduction of indeterminacy of consolidated data
The analysis of large amounts of data requires identification of groups of attributes that form the functional dependence. However, in the real world data sets are much more common in which important dependencies are defined only on a subset of the values of key attributes, call the following dependencies partial functional dependencies. That is, a partial functional dependency is an FD defined in some fixed ratio selection.
.
Many relations are not clearly determined, call them probabilistic dependencies of production.
Probabilistic productive relationship is the production rule in the selection of the basic relation that holds a significant number of objects for this selection. The threshold of significance should be determined by experts, or based on calculations of the probability of false selection of this relationship.
,
here k and d are the tuples of values of certain groups of attributes K and D, respectively. The main indicator of the reliability of such dependence is the ratio of objects number with the probabilistic productive relationship to objects number in the selection:
Classification rule is called probabilistic productive relationship between subsets of attributes X and Y in the data warehouse with consolidated data ′, cg which occurs in the test set ′ cg with a degree of conformity (faith) s, where
Y y The classification rule is constructed based on training data set ′ cg , where the tag class value (value of attributes subset Y) is known. The classification rule generally built for the scheme ′, cg and therefore will not be affected by the new tuples arriving in the relation of the consolidated data repository (independence of the test set).
Mark of class is linguistic variable or traditional object characteristic that is the value of a subset of attributes Y and Marks of a class are selected from a predefined set of values (they are known in test dataset), and reference to a class of objects information about which just arrived in the data warehouse with the consolidated data, is carried out on the basis of classification rules. The marks will be added automatically, since the new data flow into the data space is also dynamic.
Calculation of the reliability performance of such a relationship is based on the possibility of such a schedule depending on the components of the probabilistic productive relationship:
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As in the case with F-dependencies (functional dependencies), a set of classification rules, which take place in a given relation can be represented by some subset of them, which by inference rules can get all the classification rules of the relationship. Since the classification rules are an extension with F-dependencies, you should consider transforming of functional dependencies axioms for classification rules.
Reflexive property. ( ) Î → Î =1 P s S s S for any relation r(R).
Proof:
s S s S s S s S s S P s S s S (19)
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Eliminating the uncertainties that occur among the values of the attribute Y in the relation r, is classification using a modified chase algorithm.
The point of the method: 1) search for tuples with the same values in the set of attributes X;
2) search for tuples with the same values in the set of synonyms attributes X; 3) calculation of the level of confidence in the source of tuple obtained in steps 1) and 2); 4) calculation of confidence to attribute sources of tuple obtained in steps 1) and 2); 5) determining the tuples with the highest level of confidence.
If we are able to classify the objects, it's necessary to build classification functions. Generally, in the space of data information about several types of classes can be stored, and each class type has its own subset of features. One and the same function can be used to specify multiple types of classes.
Classification functions are called the modified functional relationships that are performed for a specific subset of tuples in consolidated data repository.
The classification algorithm: The method for determining the viability of an InP Viability is the measure with which an InP is used in a specific subject area to achieve a specific goal with appropriate efficiency, productivity, and satisfaction of needs at intervals of terminal time.
InP is a function of the time of creation, the metadata (number of InPs, technical solutions, etc.).
The method for determining the viability of the InP consists of the following steps:
1. Calculation of InP characteristics.
Expert definition of the weight characteristics. 3. Calculation of viability [14] .
Step 1. A set of significant values for the site as an information product (dimensionless), obtained on the basis of theoretical and experimental studies, is given as:
Importance of information V ( 1 y ) is the parameter that has a dynamic character and exists only at the moment of interaction of data and methods in the information process for a particular social group (ς i -type і social group):
where ς i V is the importance of information for the type of social group ς ; i t is the time of its using; ς ( ) i N t is the number of information messages for a social group over a period of time t;
N is the total number of information messages in this social group.
Usefulness of information messages K ( 2 y ) is the parameter that characterizes compliance with the needs of the user, that is, assessing the relevance of information messages in .
Ip IR:
where ( . ) j P Ip IR is the probability of receiving information messages from . Adaptability A ( 3 y ) (compliance with user requirements) is formed on the basis of an assessment of the ratio of information and intellectual resources in relation to K which makes it possible to determine the number of components (modules) in the InP, that is: Convenience of communication with users Km (y 4 ) is the parameter describing the appearance or ease of use according to the expert's assessment, in which the InP is available for the maximum number of users. Their weight is estimated by the hierarchy analysis method (the parameter is determined according to the evaluation of the expert -Q):
InP service O (y 5 ) is the depth of linking (the number of transitions from the main link to the required one), etc. This parameter depends on the degree to which the IP meets modern requirements:
m is the depth of linking.
InP availability Ac (y 6 ) determines how freely users can use the InP (which was evaluated by the expert, the values are given in Table 1 ). Prevalence of IP N (y 7 ) is the parameter that determines the number of IPs of this type: 
where
user COUNT Ip is the number of information product users Ip.
Social affiliation C (y 9 ) is the parameter that defines the circle of users of the given IP (fuzzy ratio of PI positioning):
where ς i is the type і social group. Value (Pr) (y 10 ) is the cost of operating the InP. The ranking scale of the "Cost" characteristic is shown in Table 2 . Table 2 Scale of ranking of the "Cost" characteristic Step 2. The weight of InP characteristics is determined on the basis of expert evaluation. To do this, we used 
Also, in this article, the risk factors of InPs and their effect on the viability of PIs at various stages of the life cycle are determined.
Definitions. The InP risk factor is a situational characteristic of the InP, which leads to an uncertain outcome and the occurrence of adverse consequences due to distortion of information or non-relevant search results (Table 3) . The usage of these risk factors allows us to predict the availability of InP information for the whole Big data catalogue.
Discussion and future work with uncertainty reduction in Big data
So, the new model of consolidated data developing for Big data catalogue was created. This approach allows us to collect data from duplicated sources. The method of uncertainty reduction can be used for different issues in decision support systems. For example, it should be the first step in the data cleaning process and classification. The model of consolidated data can be used for system documentation and automative metadata creation. The advantage of the method for determining the viability of the information product is the possibility to find useful information products in Big data catalogue in case of duplicated data and find the value of the risk factor. In contrast to the method of Learning from Uncertainty for Big Data, which allows large-scale missing values of big data only, the proposed method works also with indeterminacy. However, it is very difficult to reduce linguistic uncertainty. The future work is finding of the correlation between the value of the risk factor and the type of uncertainty.
Conclusions
1. The model of consolidated data, which is an extension of the model related to the indeterminacy was given. It allowed us to process data with different types of uncertainty. The operations over the relation with indeterminacy for the purpose of their application in the data warehouse with the consolidated data that allowed realizing unary operations of Big data catalogue are improved. It allows us to preprocess all types of uncertainty in Big data and Big data catalogue.
2. The method for reducing the indeterminacy of data available in the repository of consolidated data as a basis for further evaluation of the quality of consolidated data was created. The considered method is useful also for decision making. It provides a search for hidden relationships between the characteristics of the consolidated data repository. Such dependence should be considered when making decisions based on consolidated data. The result of this work is to reduce the uncertainty for assessing the viability of the information product.
3. The method for determining the viability of the information product was created. It allows us to find useful information products in Big data catalogue in case of duplicated data and find the value of the risk factor. 
